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2017 RIMFIRE CHALLENGE WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS ANNOUNCED

On a weekend in mid-October, 350 
competitors ranging in age from seven to 
70 converged on the grounds of Cavern 
Cove Competition Range in Woodville, 
Alabama, to take part in NSSF’s 2017 

Rimfire Challenge World 
Championship. The 
two-day match ended 
with Kolby Pavlock of 
Kuna, Idaho, taking the 
top Championship title 
for the third consecutive 
year. He first won the 
title in 2015 as a Junior, 
and this year he took top 
honors shooting Limited 
Class with iron sights. 

By Jennifer L.S. 
Pearsall, NSSF 
Director, Public 
Relations

Competitors tackled 14 stages, seven for 
.22-caliber rifle and seven for .22-caliber 
handgun. Five side matches added to 
the excitement and challenge, while 
providing additional opportunities for 
prizes. In a testament to the powerful and 
positive influence the Rimfire Challenge 
has had on young shooters and family 
involvement four of the top 10 match 
finishers came from the Junior category.

“It is incredibly gratifying to see so many 
mothers, fathers and other adult family 
members so invested in their children’s 
success at the Rimfire Challenge,” said 
Tisma Juett, NSSF Manager, Recruitment 
and Retention. “This is what the future of 
the shooting sports looks like, right here, 
right now, and we encourage everyone 
with a stake in our heritage to embrace 
these young shooters so that they can 
do the same someday with their own 
children.”

Professional competitive shooter Julie 

Rimfire 
Challenge 
World 
Championship 

Top 
Ten

Golob attended the event and introduced 
her daughter to her first Rimfire Challenge 
shooting match. “Best. Day. Ever. She 
was safe. She had so much fun … ,” 
Golob posted to her Facebook fan page. “I 
couldn’t be more proud.” 

The NSSF Rimfire Challenge is a 
family-friendly activity designed to 
teach new shooters how to get started 
in competitive shooting. The program’s 
focus is having fun while being safe on 
the range.

NSSF, the trade association for the 
firearms industry and host of the 2017 
Rimfire Challenge World Championship, 
extended its congratulations to all the 
shooters who attended the match. It also 
thanked the match’s sponsors, including 
Tandemkross, Advanced Technology 
International, Majestic Arms, O.F. 
Mossberg & Sons, and Allchin Gun Parts, 
whose support made possible the success 

of this year’s World Championship.
The day after the World Championship 

concluded, the National Shooting Sports 
Foundation announced that the NSSF 
Rimfire Challenge will be transitioned to 
a new organization: the Rimfire Challenge 
Shooting Association. The transition takes 
place Jan. 1, 2018.

Originally developed by Sturm, Ruger 
& Co.’s Ken Jorgenson, along with author 
and TV personality Michael Bane and 
the late Nelson Dymond, a long-time and 
well-known shooting match director who 
held a strong passion for rimfire firearms, 
the program was first known as the Ruger 
Rimfire Challenge. NSSF took over the 
administration of the program in 2014, 
changing its name to the NSSF Rimfire 
Challenge. The new organization will 
be led once again by Ken Jorgensen and 
Michael Bane.

Designed to introduce new shooters to 

A junior girl shooting with open 
sights shows focus and good 
form.
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the shooting sports in an exciting, family-friendly format, Rimfire 
Challenge matches focus on competition with .22-caliber rifles 
and pistols. Matches are open to shooters of all ages and shooting 
experience levels, with events conducted at ranges nationwide and 
an annual World Championship taking place each October.

“It’s truly a great thing to see this program return home to the 
people who had this wonderful idea to begin with,” said Tisma 
Juett, NSSF Manager, Recruitment and Retention. “The NSSF is 
proud to have been a part of growing a shooting sport that has 
proven to be such a wonderful activity for mothers and fathers, 
sisters and brothers, neighbors and friends in which to participate. 
We wish Ken and Michael much success and look forward to many 
more firearms owners joining the shooting sports with them.”

“I am excited to once again be involved in the day to day operation 
of the Rimfire Challenge events,” said Jorgenson. “The concept 
originally created by Nelson and implemented as part of the Ruger 
Rimfire Challenge is as valid today as it was in the beginning. We 
will work to continue that vision and grow the rimfire competition 
opportunities for shooters of all skill levels.”

“I could not be happier to once again be a part of the Rimfire 
Challenge!” Bane added. “It is a wonderful sport, a way to bring 
whole families into the competition. Ken and I are committed to 
bringing the Rimfire Challenge to the next level. It’s going to be 
fun!”

Details on the new Rimfire Challenge Shooting Association will 
be forthcoming in the months ahead. For more information on 
NSSF and its shooting programs, visit www.nssf.org.

Kolby Pavlock 
takes World!



 Phone 913-362-9455  www.imrpowder.com

NEW IMR® 4451™ WITH ENDURON™ TECHNOLOGY. 
MAKE IT PART OF YOUR ROUTINE.
Stable, even after exposure to extreme temperature swings. Precise, even when  
you’ve already put a few rounds down the tube. It’s a new habit that will become 
as second nature as opening day.
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800-784-4331 www.ruggedgear.com 

Rugged Gear Supports Junior Shooters 
Because We All Need Them! 

America’s young shooters are important to us all.   
These young athletes will be tomorrow’s adult shooters, 

preserving our shooting and hunting heritage.  These 
same young athletes are also good examples for others, 

both on and off the shooting range, portraying the 
 positive face of young people and 

firearms. 
 

Please join Rugged Gear as we support these young 
athletes and their shooting  

competitions. 





Eye safety is something EVERY shooter and EVERY spectator should be 
concerned about. Yes, even spectators behind the firing line, as much as 20 
yards or more, should be wearing eye protection.
Those of us who have to wear regular prescription glasses need eye 

protection that fits over our regular glasses or we need prescription shooting 
glasses. Prescription shooting glasses are a must for the regular shooter!
Early this year, I received some new custom shooting prescription glasses 

from Tactical RX. I am very, very impressed! (Yes, that is two “verys”). I 
had decided to try some experiments. I had one ordered in my standard 
progressive prescription (old eyes), one in an all closeup prescription where 
the lens was focused at the end of my fingertip (front sight), and the last 
one was progressive with a custom, inverted shooting focal point for my right 
eye. Each of these came in a different style.
WOW! I could see! You can’t shoot well if you can’t see the front sight. 

In many cases, the target can be a little blurry. If you can see your front 
sight, and where to place it on the target, you can hit it. Using the inverted 
shooting focal point set was a little tricky as you had to hold your head at 
a certain point to see through the center of the lens, but after a while it 
became fairly natural.
You should try these!

SAFETY
By Andy Fink

Custom Eye Protection & Tactical Rx

Oakley Flak 2.0 frame with vermilion, purple, and yellow 
high contrast lenses for shooting. The Flak 2.0 is a popular 

wrap around sports frame with easily interchangeable lenses. 
Yellow is excellent  for low light, high contrast. Purple 

lenses are specifically geared towards contrasting orange 
sporting clays. The vermilion lenses provide strong contrast 

for medium light environments.
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Custom Eye Protection & Tactical Rx

 

Left: Wiley Bifocal 
with Tactical Rx 
special closeup 
shooter focal point 
for a clear picture of 
your front sight.

Above:  TacticalRx Mt. Falcon 
with clear Rx safety lenses after 
being shot by a 12-gauge shotgun 
at 15 feet. The Mt. Falcon is an 
ANSI z87 safety rated frame and 
features interchangeable lens.

Randolph Engineering 
Edge frame with custom 
polarized gray Rx lenses 
and an orange mirror. 
the Edge is a great 
frame for shooters as it 
offers a large lens for 
wide field of view. The 
cable temples that wrap 
around the ear keep the 
frame very secure on 
the head. The Edge also 
features interchangeable 
lenses.

Rudy Project Rydon Stealth 
with a custom inverted 
shooting bifocal, what we call 
the almost lens. The Rydon 
frame is an ANSI z87 safety 
rated frame with excellent 
wrap around protection 
and interchangeable lenses. 

The temples are very thin and are very comfortable to wear under 
ear protection. The inverted bifocal on the almost lens is custom 
positioned and adjusted specifically to correct a blurry front sight 
for those with a reading correction. There are more details about 
the almost lens here:  http://www.tacticalrx.com/almost-lens-faqs/
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Kyle Kirkpatrick 
is an olympic level 
gymnastics coach, extreme 
athlete and a tech nerd. But 
he was fed up with headphones 
because they wouldn’t stay in, 
sounded awful or hurt his ears.

“The human ear is incredibly 
diverse; in fact, our ears are as unique 
to us as our fingerprints,” Kyle said. “I 
found the only way to create earphones 
that fit well is to mold them to the exact 
shape of the ear. Some custom earphone 
products were already available, but 
the $300 to $2,000 price tag was just 
unacceptable.”

In February 2012 Kyle created 
his thermo-fit custom earphone and 
Decibullz was born.

“I can honestly say Decibullz are the 
best earphones I have ever had, and I’m 
really excited to share them with the 
world.”

All of the Junior Shooters 
magazine’s crew at the SHOT Show 
2017 got a pair to try out and they 
worked very well and are quite 
comfortable. You can get a pair of 
Decibullz custom molded earplugs 
on their website for only $25.99.

Many people are using the popular 
Bluetooth earphone; but, are they 
comfortable? Check out Decibullz’s 
custom-fit Bluetooth wireless 
earphones. These are just great!

Santa’s Gear Guide
Decibals Ear Plugs

Making A List
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We covered the original Pocket Shot in volume 22 
Winter 2015 (photos right).
The Pocket Shot is the evolution of the slingshot. Its 

patented, circular design allows users to load and shoot 
different projectiles at two-to-three times the rate of a regular 

slingshot. Perfect for hunters, campers and recreational use, 
its small size allows you to keep it in your pocket, tackle box or 
backpack while storing ammo in its watertight compartment.

The Pocket Shot shoots projectiles up to 350 feet per second; 
recommended ammo includes 1/4-inch-to-5/16-inch steel slugs, 
marbles, small paintballs (0.4 caliber) and Airsoft (BB’s are not 
recommended as they will tear the pouch).

The company then developed the Pocket Shot Arrow Kit which 
has an orange Whisker Biscuit Cap (shown below) that allows you 
to shoot an arrow out of the Pocket Shot. There is even a Synergy 
Ti20 Bow Fishing Reel.

To say the least, the Pocket Shot is a very diverse tool that is great 
for just having fun, but also excellent as a survival tool as it can be 
used for hunting small game.

They now have a handle for the Pocket Shot as well, which is a 
perfect addition to any Pocket Shot. It is called, The Pocket Hammer 
Handle. The handle was designed by SimpleShot® to create 
a traditional slingshot feel to the Pocket Shot. Use the Pocket 
Hammer for better stability and more power.

The Pocket Shot, as well as any of the accessories, are an 
excellent Christmas gift at a low price. You can pick up the 
basic one at Amazon for $25, or go to www.thepocketshot.com 

website and check out all their 
products.

Pocket Shot-Hammer

-Pouch, whisker cap, and inner ring not included.
-The Pocket Hammer will work with any Pocket Shot.
-Shoots with or without the Arrow Cap.
-Rail mount attachment. 
-Shoots traditional steel ammo or arrows.
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Sig Sauer optics are some of the best out 
there. We received a few of them in for review 
and were very impressed with the optic quality 
and construction.
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The Zulu3 8x32 
open-hinged feature low 
dispersion glass that offers 
maximized clarity and color. 

Holding your bow or rifle in one 
hand while glassing the countryside 
is easy because the ZULU3 is easy to 
hold and focus with one hand. It is so 

compact 
it will fit 
in your 
pocket. I 
found this 
easy to use 
providing 

an 
excellent 
view.

Zulu3 8x32mm

Santa’s Gear Guide
TANGO 6 

4-24X50mm

The TANGO 6 series of rifle scopes are outstanding! We received the 4-24X50mm which is ideal for mid-range 
and long-range. It was mounted on one of our Ashbury Precision Ordnance custom 6.5 Creedmoors our long-
range team uses and Ben Moody, the junior that uses it says, “Sig Sauer has hit the ground running with their 

new expansion into the world of optics. The new Sig Sauer Tango Six in 4-24x50 is by far the best optic I 
have had access to. The reticle and turrets are both in MRAD configuration but are available in MOA. There 

is no shortage of accessories that come with the scope. The illuminated reticle is also accompanied by 
arrows that direct which way to cant the rifle in order to make it level. The biggest testament to the 

scopes quality of machining is when you unlock the scope cap to move it.  The tolerances 
are so tight, there is barely enough room for the air to escape. My favorite part is being 

able to put confidence in the scope to always return zero. I would like to 
thank Junior Shooters magazine and Sig Sauer for 

this awesome opportunity.

Checking it twice
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Sig Sauer Optics
We decided to do something 

different with the BRAVO 
4 which comes with 
either a horseshoe dot 

5.56mm/7.62mm (the one 
we got) with marks out to 800 
yards or a horseshoe dot for 

.300 Blackout with marks out to 
600 yards. We mounted it on the 

SIG SAUER MPX 9mm carbine. 
WOW! We could easily shatter 
clays at 100 yards with it !

BRAVO 4

Left: The KILO2400ABS is a very 
advanced rangefinder featuring an 

embedded Applied Ballistics calculator, 
onboard environmental sensors and Bluetooth 

for synchronizing custom profiles with a free, 
downloadable ballistic app for your iOS or 

Android smartphone. Includes a tripod adapter, 
smartphone jack WindMETER, ballistic nylon 

Molle kit bag and nylon carry pouch, lanyard, 3 
spare batteries, and SIG SAUER Tactical pen/stylus 
to get you up and running for long-range precision 

target shooting and hunting.

Right: The 
Romeo 3 1x25mm 

has a 3 MOA dot and 
is a reflex operated dot. 

It works very well  for MSR 
rifles, shotguns, carbines, and 
full size handguns. The readily 

available CR2032 battery is side-
loading, allowing for quick battery 

replacement without having to 
remove the sight from the firearm. 
It is waterproof up to 1 meter and 

fog-proof performance. I found 
this to be very quick and 

reliable.

ROMEO 3

Kilo 2400

ECHO 1
The ECHO1 Digital Thermal 

Imaging Reflex Sight uses 
temperature levels to provide 
clear target imagery regardless 
of light conditions. It also 
functions similar to a 
conventional reflex sight 
for fast and intuitive 
target acquisition
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Santa’s Gear Guide

AirForce Airgun Accessories
Including .22 LR From BKL Technologies

AirForce Airguns has a lot of accessories for their 
airguns and also for .22 rimfire rifles. Many of them are 
on their website others are on the BKL Technologies 
website which is an associated company.

http://www.airforceairguns.com
http://www.bkltech.com
These include a variety of rails, scope mounts, 

scopes, precision rear sights, open front and rear sights, 
and something I really appreciate, attachable levels.

The levels also work very well for centerfire 
rifles. Having the rifle straight, instead of at 

an angle, is very important in precision rifle 
shooting, especially if you are shooting 

long-range.

A variety of levels
are available

It’s all nice!
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Peterson Brass
Quality & PrecisionAirForce Airgun Accessories

Recently, 
Ben and I were given 

some Petersen Match Grade 
Brass to review. My son Ben is a 

member of the Junior Shooters long 
distant precision rifle team...I do most of 
the reloading for him. When we received 

the brass, we were pleased to see that Peterson 
packages their brass in 50 rounds plastic boxes, 

not loose in some bag. The brass we received was for 6.5 
Creedmoor. As we started the reloading process, we noted the 

brass trim and the dimensions were all very consistent.
After reloading about 20 rounds of Peterson brass 

along with another manufacturers brass, we headed to the 
range.  We set up Ben’s Ashbury rifle with a Sig Sauer Tango 
Six scope to check zero at 100 yards. After a few rounds, we 
noted the Peterson rounds were consistently impacting about 

.75 to 1” higher than our other brass. The same tight group, 
just higher. We have been reloading another manufacturers 

brass for some time with very consistent speeds and groups. 
Confused why the difference, we asked around and got about 
five different theories. Only after purchasing a Magnetospeed 

V3 chronograph, did we find that with the Peterson brass 
using the same powder, bullet and die setting, we were 

constantly getting 90 to 100 fps more than our other 
brass. The Peterson brass showed no evidence of 
overcharge.  Nice surprise, more velocity without 

increasing the powder charge off the chart.

By Jack Moody

Ben is now working 
up Match data cards for 
the higher speed. The 
brass is a very high-

quality product and we 
are looking forward 

to seeing its longevity.  
Thanks to Peterson 

for the opportunity to 
review their product.
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Their Pachmyr brand 
has really nice grips 
for both pistols and 

revolvers.

Lyman has a ton of reloading 
products, but they also carry 
many other products not only 
within Lyman but the other 
brands that are also theirs.

Above: Butch’s Bore 
Shine and Gun Oil which is 
excellent.

Santa’s Gear Guide

Magazine 
extensions for 

a variety of 
magazines - 

this one is for a 
GLOCK.

A-Zoom snap caps are some of the 
best practice and instructor snap caps 

you can buy.

The Lyman QwikDraw is a great 
cleaning tool similar to a bore-snake 

but has the capability to connect brass 
cleaning units at the end.
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Reloading, Gunsmithing, Targets, 
Cleaning, Practice Ammo & More
Lyman, Pachmyr, TacStar, A-Zoom, 

Trius, Butch’s, Targ-Dots

Have you ever gotten a case 
stuck in your reloading die? Lyman 

has a nice set of tools to get it out.
Below: Lyman now has MSR precision 

die sets. 
• Available in 223/5.56, 6.8 Rem. SPC, 300 

AAC Blackout, and 308 Winchester 3 die sets 
and 450 Bushmaster, 458 SOCOM and 50 
Beowulf 4 die sets  

• Small Base Size die for smooth chambering  
• Separate Taper Crimp die for tight bullet 

grip  
• Packed in a sturdy, clear cover storage case  
• Black finish matches your favorite “black” 

rifle.

Tacstar now has carbon fiber MSR handguards with a sight rail.
left bottom: They now carry shotgun magazine extenders.

2018 Products Include:

Lyman Products

The auto advance 
system is really 
unique. It is operated 
remotely and has a 
variety of targets that 
can be rolled. Set it 
out at 100 yards and 
let it rip.

Lyman’s MSR ammo checker is phenomenal! 
It covers 6.5 Creedmoor, 6.5 Grendel, 6.8 Rem. 
SPC, 7.62X39, 300 Blackout, .450 Bushmaster, 

.458 SOCOM, and 50 Beowulf.

MSR Precision Die Sets
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ASAP
Modern Sporting

Rifle (MSR) Loader

Front Lens
Scope Cap

Eye Piece
Scope Cap

Loading 
magazines can 

sometimes be hard 
on the fingers and 

take time.
Butler Creek has 

a variety of loaders 
from single and 

double-stack pistol 
magazines to AR/

MSR loaders.

Butler Creek has some great shooting products 
that make excellent Christmas presents and 
stocking stuffers. 

I really like their scope caps. They have a 
variety of sizes and you can get eye piece caps 
that have a button you press to snap it open.

Some scopes seem to come with odd size ends. 
I have found that if the cap is really close to the 
right size but just a little loose, you can stick a 
small piece of velcro on the inside of the cap and 
it will work fine.

Santa’s Gear Guide
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ASAP
Single -stack

Loader

Their rifle slings 
are one of the most 
comfortable I have 
found. It is shown 

here on a heavy rifle 
- a Sako TR22 .308. 
It even comes with 

sling swivels.

ASAP
Double -stack

Loader

.22 LR Magazine

Rifle Sling

They also carry  .22LR 
magazines for the Ruger 

10/22 and the Savage A22.

Butler Creek &
      Vista Outdoor
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Coast Products makes some quality gear 
that is very reasonable priced. They are great 
for stocking stuffers this Christmas. They 
work well, they have every day use, and 
won’t put a hole in your wallet. 

www.coastportland.com.A8R $50
A9R $60

Rechargeable flashlights are something we should all be interested in. These 
pen style flashlights are excellent. I have had one for the last three years and it 
works great. One of our juniors gave his a thorough testing and he says, “The 
A9R rechargeable penlight is a great addition to anyone looking for a flashlight 
to add to their desk, or on their person to carry with them. I found this to work 
great on my desk because it’s slim, clean and has an easy recharging system. It 
is just as easy as carrying around a pen, because it’s not a heavy duty flashlight 
either in weight or girth.”

He also tested the HP7R flashlight: 
“The HP7R flashlight is a wonderful tool to add to anyone’s EDC (Every Day 

Carry) gear. The lightweight, mixed with the included holster, makes using and 
sheathing simple. The look and feel of it is smooth and comfortable. One of the 
highlights of this rechargeable flashlight is the focus lens allowing you to have 
the beam widespread or centralized based on the individual’s use of the product.”HP7R $140

You can also get regular sized 
flashlights that are rechargeable. 
These come in all sorts of shapes 
and sizes.

There are also a variety of LED 
headlamps and some of them are 
rechargeable as well.

A taped switch along with 
a universal picatinny mount 
is available for mounting the 
flashlights to a rifle or shotgun with 
a picatinny rail.

Note: All of the rechargeable 
flashlights are significantly more 
than the non-rechargeable ones.

Switch TT7733TSCP $21

FL75R $105

Univ-Pic Mount TT7733R $21

Coast ProductsSanta’s Gear Guide
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The LK375 has a push-button flashlight 
that is excellent for working at night or in 

dark places.

The DX330 is light weight 
with a tanto style blade but also 
has a half serrated edge, a belt 

cutter, and window breaker at the 
hilt. $22.

Left: Reasonably Priced 
mutli-tools are great to have 

with you; on a belt, in a pack, 
tackle box, or tool box. The 
LED 140 has 15 tools has an 

MSRP of $38.

Below:  The SP425 is a folding, 
diamond grit blade sharpener that 

can hone knives, scissors, axes 
and other tools. It makes a nice 

gift for $18.

Above:: The TX399 is a double-
lock-folder with a 3.9-inch straight 
blade with partial serrations. It is 

light weight and very comfortable 
in the hand. $50.

Left: The LED155 comes with 12 tools 
and a 3.0-inch blade. Each multi-tool 

comes with its own sheath. $51.

Above: A fairly standard flip 
open knife, the FX412 is a frame-
lock-folder with  4.0-inch blade 

and a wood handle. $22.

Coast Products
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